Page 61, replace 2kgs with 3kgs in the last paragraph and clarify units by replacing US$ 33.83/kg with US$ 33.83/kg of HCFC-22 refrigerant at the enterprise level in the last sentence.

Page 61, replace US$ 33.83/kg with US$ 33.83/kg of HCFC-22 refrigerant at the enterprise level in the last sentence.

Page 62, replace the header in Table 6-6. EE Incentive Linked Cost and Assumed Market Distribution “Additional costs for EE as incentive while leapfrogging ($/kg)” with “Additional cost for EE as incentive while leapfrogging per kg of refrigerant”.

Page 62, replace the last category in Table 6-6. EE Incentive Linked Cost and Assumed Market Distribution replace “Average additional costs for EE as incentive while leapfrogging, $/kg” with “Average additional costs for EE as incentive while leapfrogging ($ for EE per kg of refrigerant)”